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s the Elohim of Purity, We, Purity and Astrea, stand in the center
of the course of the whirling action of Omega’s Heart and draw all
vestiges of unreality into this Flame. As Our Circle and Sword of Blue
Flame goes forth, know that Purity will reign at the conclusion of Our
Cycle. If that Purity can be maintained by those who are in embodiment
for only one moment of a twenty-four hour cycle, We will have completed
a great task indeed! For there is so much prevalent in the land that is a
scourge upon the body consciousness of the Sons and Daughters of God.
Perhaps you have lived in splendid isolation for a time — not recognizing
the degree of degradation to which so many groups of lifestreams as well
as countries have gravitated — and perhaps this is a blessing for your
lifestream. Trust Us when We report that much of the intense Purification
needed for the Earth has been facilitated by your anchoring of the Sacred
Fire of your own God Presence and of the Ascended and Cosmic Beings
so that there can be a greater clearance of the mortal debris.
Conditions in the astral plane used to be Our greatest concern. Now
it is the human consciousness in physical embodiment. For astral horrors
are finding far too many willing participants eager to revolve all manner
of degradations against the pure, unsullied Body Consciousness of God.
O Blessed Hearts, how your Calls have already achieved great surcease
in the land! Not merely for yourselves, but for the staying of cataclysm
in far-off countries connected not by borders, but by the consciousness
of the Heart Flames of the Sons and Daughters of God. You are all

knitted together across the Earth, and for this reason, you cannot afford
to disregard worldly affairs in far-off lands. You must maintain sufficient
awareness of world events to make the proper Calls, to give the weight and
Power of your Decrees, Affirmations, and prayers to render the necessary
assistance to those in need around the world.
Consider for a moment what other assembly upon the Earth, outside
the Torch Bearers, is going to bring about such effective change in the
circumstances of the Earth? Is it a political body? Is it a social group?
Are there other religious congregations in the land capable of calling
forth the Power of God and unleashing the Rays of God Consciousness
from a God Presence they deny even exists? Who else is there to call the
Ascended Masters and Cosmic Beings by name, sending Us into the fray
to consume by the Violet Flame, the Ruby Ray Action, the White Fire of
Purity, all that is unlike the Consciousness of God? Others such as you
do not exist, Blessed Hearts, though they may accomplish much good in
their own right. And to this end, We are most grateful.
Consider the importance of these instructions that you have received.
How you have been galvanized with your consciousness into the Heart
of your own God Presence to put on that Garment of the Lord that is
the Shield of Protection and the Sword of Truth that will enable you to
consciously direct your Calls to the Heart of God in Its specialized God
Qualities. To move into action. To be that staying hand of the Power of
God. To assist those who know not how to call for themselves — utilizing
the power of the throat chakra, utilizing the visualization of the third
eye, utilizing the power of meditation that you have learned, galvanizing
your consciousness to that single-pointed intensity, and then standing in
full Faith, knowing your Mighty I AM Presence is answering your every
Call instantly!
You, Blessed Hearts, are the very lifestreams that the Cosmic Councils
look to, for you have the clarity within your consciousness, the Purity in
your consciousness, the Love in your consciousness to make the difference.
Yes, there are many across the land who love intently their fellow man,
would give every last farthing to help, and many do.
But is that enough to hold the balance for the Earth? Do they have
the correct understanding or the spiritual tools with which to really
accomplish the fullness of the task, absent what I have just described?
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You, Blessed Hearts, understand what is required of you to discipline
these outer vehicles so that you can have the Purity to know your Mighty
I AM Presence right where you are, to have the Garment of the Christic
Fire of the Holy Christ Presence wrapped about you, unfurling the banner
of your Threefold Flame to infuse that Garment and having enough
Love to strive, to continue to strive, and to strive again. Though you are
still learning how to work with the Rays of God Consciousness in your
own vehicles, you nonetheless are already proving the Law! And it is not
merely benefiting your own life. Even the neophyte is able to accomplish
great work on the world scene because the Mighty I AM Presence of each
lifestream is far more than you have begun to realize.
Each Presence has an Attainment within their own Causal Body
Momentum that is great. Each Electronic Body has the Fullness of the
God Consciousness to send the Light Rays out to touch every part of life.
Is this not reason enough to rejoice in the Power of God entering into
your life? Is this not enough to allow you the fullness of the transfer of
Power, even to the very cells of your physical body, so that you can be the
conductor of the Light of God, the Power of God, the cohesive Action
of the Love of God into the physical Earth body to set in motion, not
only in the spiritual centers of your own chakras, but to set in motion
the spinning action of the Earth to align itself on its spiritual axis once
more? When this happens, it will open the door to the whirling Ascending
Cone of Power that will lift each one vertically into the Heart of the Great
Central Sun, as the Earth responds sufficiently to the momentum of the
Sons and Daughters of God.
This, Blessed Hearts, is the purpose of galvanizing Hearts together! So
that Purity’s Light can bring about greater good for all. Those would-be
saviors who style themselves an island on some far distant shore of
humanity, thinking surely they are accomplishing great work — their
contribution is small in comparison to that of this band of Brothers and
Sisters of Light who have come together under the canopy of The Temple
of The Presence of God.
Blessed Ones, the inevitable disillusionment and failure that befalls so
many who have striven within their traditional religious pursuits stems
from the lack of Purity in the focus of their attention. There was not the
goal-fittedness of their life anchored in the Consciousness of the Mighty
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I AM Presence, disseminated to each of their vehicles of consciousness.
There was not the ability to keep out the astral incursion of psychic energy
that can befall those who have never been trained or empowered to push
their ascent all the way through the astral and psychic planes into the
Higher Octaves of their own God Presence and know that that is where
their Life is! That is the Source of every Good and Perfect Life Expression!
Not lifestreams merely toying with mortal diversions that facilitate and
tantalize, swelling personalities with spiritual pride, or inflating egos touting
they have arrived when they have not. It is a backward disintegration into
the same dreary unreality that has been reoccurring since the beginning
of the fall of mankind from Grace and Truth.
Blessed Hearts, the Earth has a glorious future to behold, and We
would not have you focus too much of your attention on the ills of the
world and not realize the glorious Divinely Ordained future for the Earth.
For in that is your Hope. In that is the possibility of lasting change for
good because you are able to hold the Vision for a Golden Age for the
Earth! You are able to build a momentum sufficient to reach that Golden
Age. There is enough Purity in your consciousness because you have loved
God enough and cared enough about the Truth of His Presence to make
the difference for the Earth.
Do you suppose that within your exalted consciousness there was room
for even one selfish thought or impulse of self-aggrandizement when you
began your journey as the glorious I AM Presence moving through the
Realms of the Causal Body around the Great Central Sun? Or when your
Presence moved on into other dimensions to learn, to become masterful,
to gain the attainment required to even take your first incarnation in the
Earth? Assuredly not. For if anything, Blessed Ones, you were filled with
devotion to the Allness of God for the opportunity to do more, to become
more, to establish more of God throughout His vast Creation.
Do not think for one moment that even your Devotions before your
altars daily are merely for your own Ascension, though you keep the goal
of your Ascension in mind. They are establishing the Ascension Current by
the outward penetration, the circumference of your momentum of Light as
it pulsates out and in with precision. As you become masterful with your
Calls, you are able to expand the Fire in your own life, to expand your own
Heart’s Light as it ripples out — and as I have described before — connects
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with other Heart Flames of like mind, like energy, like vibration, and of
common goals. This expansion continues to elevate the consciousness of
all whom it contacts.
Whereas the chakras have been quiescent before, the precision of
this Ascending Current engenders both a spinning action and a vertical
ascent through the hub of each center, creating an upraised ascent to the
Heart of your own God Presence. This is the secret of connecting with
the Mighty I AM Presence. When there is enough of the Mother Light
flowing through your chakras to right the axis of your own spiritual life
force, you have each of these spiritual centers knitted together that allow
the elevating of your consciousness to the Presence, and yes, the release
of the God Power that is concentrated there.
It goes without saying, for this action to occur, it requires great discipline
in your vehicles. Your mind cannot be wandering, flitting about as an unruly
child only beginning to learn God Control over its members. You must
exert God Control over your mind. You cannot have an emotional body
that is unruly, undisciplined, filled with all manner of chaos, desperation,
anxiety, agitation — for that is exactly the turgid energy that will feed
into every thought and feeling, every effort that you make while in the
grip of such a constant malaise.
Do you not begin to see, Blessed Hearts, that this unfortunate condition
is like trying to look through the eyes while all the lenses of perception
are constantly moving, shifting, not allowing you to see or focus until you
have aligned and cleansed the lenses sufficiently to restore the Vision of
God in all of Its Perfection and Purity. Wherever your gaze lands, your
life flows. Have you not realized that not one of your four lower bodies
works independent of the unified response and qualification of all the
others? Though there may be a great delineation between these various
expressions of consciousness that does not allow for the co-mingling of
the elemental forces as they are utilized by the outer consciousness, there
is always a unified interaction taking place within the core of one’s being,
moving straightway through the spiritual centers that knits together all
these four bodies into one common expression. They must then rise up to
become the one common Heart of the Presence, the one common Mind
of God, the one common Voice that proclaims: “God is in the Earth; God
is in your life; and God is here to stay!” And is not this attainment worth
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every seeming inconvenience? And I say seeming — because it is relative to
every lifestream. What is difficult for one will be easy for another. What
is painful for one will be bliss for another.
Then as the Power of God is transferred to you, you will know it to be
so, for you will come to that point in your striving where there is nothing
but the effortless Momentum of the Light going forth. Perhaps you have
already experienced this when giving your Calls before the altar. For you
reach a point of acceleration when you are so charged with the Light that
you are no longer the decreer; you are no longer the doer; but the Light is
establishing Its own Momentum, dynamics, and rhythm.
This is why We train most carefully those who would lead others in
Decrees. This service requires more than a booming voice or sense of
rhythm. There are certain principles of Cosmic Law that must be evident
such as the nature of the content in each leader’s lens of consciousness,
which likewise will be magnified by the Light released by the entire group
giving the Calls. Thus you are charged by Us to always maintain Purity of
consciousness when you lead or conduct any type of Service in the Light
at The Temple. You must be the one to know if there is sufficient Purity
and Harmony, if there is enough Peace in your world that you may serve
as the pure lens to transfer the Christic Fire.
Have you not begun to notice that with the coming of each Elohim
there is the foreshadowing of the next God Quality? That is because each
Elohim on the Seven Rays of God Consciousness are also masterful on all
the Seven Rays! And We understand this principle of the unified action
of the One Voice of the One Spiritual Body of the One Individualization
of The One God.
And this is why you must never become so rigid or fanatical in your own
consciousness as to eliminate the possibilities of what your God Presence
would have you accomplish. For we have seen time and time again when
the Archetypal Pattern of the Divine Plan for a given embodiment comes
forth for a lifestream, that many desire to hold so tightly to their favorite
Ray’s Momentum already garnered in previous lifetimes — where they are
already masterful and at ease — that they reject the obligatory striving in
those areas of added proficiency that are the Divine Plan for the present
lifetime in order to build upon their previous, well-established momentum.
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Therefore, do not be afraid to try your hand in a new area of creativity
or to embrace major change within your own life that is inspired on your
Heart — not a change fashioned out of the unreality of a lazy mind or a
bored existence, but a prompting that remains as a pressure of Light when
you apply the Consciousness of Illumination’s Flame to that pressure, and
it still makes sense. And your Heart reports back to you the pure logic
of your Christ Mind, prompting you to take up an area where you must
strive. All the while not forsaking your other masteries; not forsaking
your established attainments on any level that has been outpictured in
this incarnation by your own Holy Christ Presence for you to maintain,
but building upon them.
Do not think for one moment because you are getting on in earthly
years that surely you no longer need to perfect other talents. That might
be a mistake. You are as youthful as the supple nature of your own vehicles
of consciousness in their capacity to respond to the Mind of God, the
Heart, the Will, the Power of God! Mortal consciousness accepts the lie
that once you reach a certain age there is such rigidity of mind that you
can no longer be taught. Know that firing the consciousness with the
Purity of the White Fire Core of the Mother Light will allow room for
Illumination to take its rightful place as an Action of Light that is the
Divine Pattern acting in your mind in this physical octave, functioning as
a Fiery Engram of the Ideals impregnated by the Mind of God.
But if you lack the desire for Purity, thinking surely you are born of
the flesh, and flesh cannot be filled with Light, that condition arcs backs
to antiquity and the dark ages, not the reality of the New World filled
with the expanded awareness of who you are as your Presence in Action.
We have come on the Current of Omega with Our Instruction so that
you might have a greater appreciation for how to maintain Purity within
your own life, Purity within your own world, Purity within all of your
creations.
The cycles of Purity’s Ray and the Circle and Sword of Astrea will
continue to perform the clearance work, stripping away the debris of mortal
thought and feeling from the consciousness of the Sons and Daughters
of God. So long as you continue to make the Calls to your Mighty I AM
Presence, to the Hierarchy of Light, to Elohim, We will honor them. We,
the Elohim, are resolute and determined to fulfill the Fiery Destiny of
Our God Realization for the Earth.
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We stand in a Pillar of White Fire of the Pure Action of the Mother
Light. We are Elohim, Purity and Astrea.
E-l-o-h-i-m.
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